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SUMMARY

● Acquired a Computer Science PhD with research and engineering experience in Algorithmic Game theory, Artificial

Neural Networks, Quantum Computing, among many other fields.

● Acquired high proficiency in many programming languages and tools, the highest of which is in Python(4 years),

Java(4 years), C/C++(4 years), Node-js, AWS, scikit-learn, pandas, LATEX, git, Keras, TensorFlow, Rasa

chatbots, and MQTT.

● More than 1 year of experience in Full-stack web development, AWS applications, Unix environments, Web

applications, and other computing networks[HTTP, DNS, TCP/IP].

● Familiarity with academic process and ability to engage with existing literature on relevant research topics, e.g. by

performing literature searches and comprehending papers in a wider context.

● 3 years of experience in developing quantum circuits in Qiskit for simulation of quantum hamiltonian and

finding ground state energies using the Quantum Approximation Optimization Algorithm.

● Research and/or work experience in Electric Grid Intelligence, Algorithms, Load Balancing, Architecture,

Databases, Distributed Systems, Mobile, Networking, Operating Systems, Programming Languages, Security, and

Storage.

● Developed and applied machine learning methods to model and predict relationships in DNA target sequences

and RNA guide sequences as inputs, used an artificial neural network to predict the likelihood of an error when a

gene edit is attempted by crispr using a particular target-gRNA pair.

TECHNICAL SKILLS

Areas: Artificial Neural Networks, Quantum Circuit Design, Algorithmic Game Theory, AI/ML for Bioinformatics, AI for

Education Software, Cyber-Physical Systems, Android and Web App development, Logic Circuit Design, Socket Programming,

Evolutionary and Genetic Algorithms

Programming: Python, Java, C/C++, JavaScript, Shell Scripting, jQuery, PHP, JSON, x86, Node.js, Shell Scripting, x86, JSP,

Servlets, XML, SQL

Operating Systems: Ubuntu, Linux, Windows, Android

Tools: Keras, TensorFlow, AWS, MQTT, Qiskit, IBM Quantum Experience, Quimb, Rasa chat, GPT-3, Android Studio, Hadoop,

MapReduce, Git, Pandas, Node.js, Jupyter Notebook, LATEX, Arduino IDE, UNIX

EDUCATION

University of California Irvine, Irvine, CA Aug 2022

PhD in Computer Science, GPA: 3.8

MSc in Computer Science, GPA: 3.7

Missouri University of Science and Technology, Rolla, MO July 2018

BS in Computer Science, GPA: 3.6

ENGINEERING PROJECT EXPERIENCE

AI Research Engineer | ETS AI Labs Mar 2022 – present

AI for Next Generation Writing Group

• Utilized Python, AWS stack, Rasa chatbot, GPT-3, Node.js, and other dev tools, to develop AI services for

personalization within an interdisciplinary project whose objective was to build an AI-powered writing tool for k-12

learners. The project is currently in Alpha user testing.

• Designed AI solutions based on Cognitive learning science principles in collaboration with expert learning scientists and

pedagogical Instructional Design experts.

Research Engineer | Missouri S&T Wireless to Cloud Computing Lab Oct 2016 – July 2018

Future Renewable Electric Energy Distribution Management System (FREEDM) Group

• Utilized Python, C/C++, MQTT, multithreading, Unix environments, and socket programming to create a devices

interface to connect electric edge devices to a distributed smart grid system. This was part of the FREEDM project, a

multi-university, NSF funded renewable energy undertaking.
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Android Developer | Outbox Hub Uganda Aug 2013 - Jan 2015

Woloks Messenger

• Developed a free text messaging android app, in a team of 4, that used Java, MQTT, Google Cloud Messaging, and

JDBC to route messages to and from ~5000 users in the Kampala, Uganda metropolitan area. The app was available

on google play.

RESEARCH WORK EXPERIENCE

AI Research Engineer | ETS AI Labs Mar 2022 – present

AI for Next Generation Writing Group

• Investigated and contributed to the landscape of personalization and user modeling AI with emphasis on user diagnostic

reinforcement learning models.

• Participated in a round table like research group dedicated to design of personalization and user modeling AI research

and development

Graduate Researcher | Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Science Sept 2018 - present

• Designed matching mechanisms for social problems including, but not limited to, a matching mechanism for road

congestion pricing with anticipatory tolls, and a matching mechanism for assigning houseless persons to low income

housing options. Presented the work at the IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference 2021.

• Developed a general theory to guide matching for consumer waste reduction using algorithmic mechanism design and

qualitative case studies of UK food waste and insecurity, and the City of Los Angeles’ Project RoomKey. Presented the

matching mechanism to Los Angeles Homeless Service Authority(LAHSA).

• Implemented Quantum Computing Circuits in Qiskit and Quimb to investigate the efficiency of Quantum Algorithms for

approximation of combinatorial problems like MAX-2-SAT and approximating energy ground states. Found ground

states for the Ising and MAX-2-SAT hamiltonian on small translationally invariant grids.

• Formulated and simulated an equity framework for AI and Machine Learning decision making models like those

deployed for college admissions, loan assignments, parole, probation, and bail risk assessment.

Research Assistant | Missouri S&T Computer Science Department Oct 2016 - July 2018

• Investigated cyber-physical security threats and mitigation strategies some which were: implemented into a distributed

electric smart grid housed at the North Carolina State University FREEDM Center, presented and published at a number

of industry conferences.

SELECT RELEVANT ENGINEERING PROJECTS

AI/ML College Admissions and Credit approval decision making System simulations

• Designed and developed full stack Python, keras, and tensorflow ML models in Jupyter notebook for college

admissions and credit approvals to test the efficiency of an Equity model for AI/ML fairness on real data from

the UCI repository.

Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm Hamiltonian Simulations

• Investigated the efficiency of the Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm when applied towards

finding ground states of multiple hamiltonians like the Quantum Ising model simulated using Quimb, Qiskit, and

other python libraries.

Predicting Off-target Activity in CRISPR Cas9 Gene Editing (2021)

• Implemented a machine learning project in Python that takes DNA target sequences and RNA guide

sequences as inputs, then uses an artificial neural network to predict the likelihood of an error when a gene

edit is attempted by crispr using a particular target-gRNA pair. Achieved an accuracy of 99.7% on test data.

Implementing Billing Services with Hadoop (2020)

• Led a group of 4 in designing and implementing a distributed system written in C/C++ and Python  using

MapReduce for billing campus students for a service offered on campus. The system was implemented on a

AWS Linux Server as a hadoop master devices and a collection of Windows laptops as Hadoop slaves.

Using Evolutionary Computing to solve the Cutting Stock Problem (2017)

• Implemented genetic programming algorithm in Java that uses evolution concepts like selection, mutations,

and crossover to solve the combinatorial cutting stock problem in polynomial time.

Medical Diagnosis Android App (2015)

• Developed an Android/Web Application that takes user input to return diagnoses based on symptoms from

the Informedica database using JSON and a REST API.



PUBLICATIONS

● J. Ceasar Aguma and Michael Demirev. 2022. Algorithmic Waste Reduction. In ACM SIGCAS/SIGCHI Conference on

Computing and Sustainable Societies (COMPASS) (COMPASS '22). Association for Computing Machinery, New York,

NY, USA, 529–544. https://doi.org/10.1145/3530190.3534815

● J. Ceasar Aguma and A. C. Regan, "A Matching Mechanism with Anticipatory Tolls for Congestion Pricing," 2021 IEEE

International Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference (ITSC), 2021, pp. 70-75, doi:

10.1109/ITSC48978.2021.9564841.

● J. Ceasar Aguma (2022). A Matching Mechanism for Provision of Housing to the Marginalized. In: Arai, K. (eds)

Intelligent Computing. SAI 2022. Lecture Notes in Networks and Systems, vol 508. Springer, Cham.

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-031-10467-1_2.

● Keziah Naggita, J Ceasar Aguma. Fairness Beyond Equalized Predictive Outcomes. Presented at HCAI-Neurips 2021.

Also Submitted to FAccT 2022.

● J Ceasar Aguma, Bruce McMillin, Amelia Regan. Introduction of a Hybrid Monitor to Cyber-Physical Systems.

ArXiv:1805.01975. Published in the Intelligent Computing. SAI 2020. Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing,

vol 1230. Springer, Cham.

● J Ceasar Aguma. An upper bound on the Universality of the Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm. ArXiv,

abs/2104.01993.

LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE

Teaching Assistant  | UCI School of Information and Computer Science Sept 2019 - Dec 2021

• Prepared lesson plans and led course work discussions in algorithm design, discrete mathematics, boolean algebra, and

Ethics for Computer Scientists and Engineers.

• Facilitated instruction in several classes including, but not limited to, algorithm design, discrete mathematics, boolean

algebra, and Ethics for Computer Scientists and Engineers.

• Supervised course assessments like group projects, exams, homeworks, and quizzes for multiple classes sometimes

spanning more than 200 college undergraduate students.

Communication Committee | UCI Connected Learning Lab Sept 2020 - May 2021

• Interviewed faculty and students to generate and create media content for the CLL group’s social media platforms as

part of a committee of 4 that met weekly in a remote setting.

Co-Director | UCI Queer Academy Jan 2020 - Dec 2020

• Organized and managed weekly meetings and group events in both in-person and remote settings.

• Helped in the drafting of the yearly club proposal and the consequential meeting with UCI administration that

addressed several topics such as interdisciplinarity between STEM and Humanities researchers on the UCI campus.

Graduate Mentor | UCI IOT-SITY REU June 2019 - Sept 2019

• Advised a group of undergraduate students in a summer research project whose aim was to prepare them for a

successful graduate careers through weekly progress meetings and guidance in how to find and develop engineering

and research ideas into full research papers.


